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What We Hope to Accomplish Today

Majority consensus on our music strategy
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Vision

Windows Media (codec, file format, DRM) and
Windows Media Player are the technologies of choice
for consumers and businesses for the digital creation,
distribution, and playback, of music and music video,
anytime, anywhere, and on any device
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Assumptions (next 12 months)

PC Is central storage deyice for music in the home

¯ We wil| continue to walk a "balance beam" between user experience and content
owner business needs

¯ CD’s will be dominantJsigniflcant media for 2 + years
¯ 2- ~ ~ years before broad consumer adoption of "locke~" media                                              :
¯ Scattsred support for DVDA, SACD, OataPlay

¯ More Windows Media digital content activity will be generated by home ripping
than will be delivered by ICPs

¯ Our end game is to inGrease new consumer activity using Windows Media, and to
conve~ and/or increase current usage of Windows Media:

¯ Content° and convenience, #~ifiates and <1fives consumer activity
¯ On4i~e and off-line good consumer experience drives consumer activity
¯ Long farm estebliahed ~elab’on~hip~ with major labels is important
¯ Retailers and aggregators, as interface to consumers, are important

H~-CC-~ 000000365736
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Situation Analysis

¯ Labels under Increasing pressure, are motivated to "lock content"
¯UMG esUmated sales down 20 - 25% down this holiday season in Germany and

Holland
¯Sony states 4 blank CDs for every one commercial CD sold
¯Co burners 30% of homes in US

¯ On-!ine sales are responsible for t.6% of total music market today
¯40 l~tllion dollar Industry/year - 5 labels for 85% of global market (EMI. BMG, UMG,

Sorry, WMG)
¯ Adoption of latest platform/features is slow

L̄abels are reluctant to jeopardize current stetus quo (brick and mortar represents
98% of their business), and are not motivated to invest without a new business
model
R̄each is important

¯Tightly integrated music eco-system means we are dependent on all parts - labels,
retailers, aggregators, and service providers

MS-CC-Bu 000000365737
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Situation Analysis

¯ Industry still in search of sustainable digital music business model

. Dig,rtal Download~ forsale a busf
¯ TO date, total of approximately 9,0o0 songs made available for approximately 10,000 sold
¯ Difficult cor)sumer experience from purchase and price, to .usage restrictions
¯Digital costs exceed physical

¯Advertising Models unable to deliver off-setting costs
¯ Low click-through and CPMs; nesd to base on performance or bountie~ or Invasive advar~ising
¯ Complicated arlist issues (i.e. Britney Pepsi deal - can’t do Coke)
¯Lack of cdtical mass of inventory and adver(Lsers

MS-CC-Bu 000000365738
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Situation Analysis

o Industry still in search of sustainable digital music business model

¯Subscription Models difficult
. Rights issues, and therefore fees. in flux
. Non-cooperative labels (AOL TW vs. Be Music vs. Duet wilh Sony and Universal)
¯ Consumer resistance (Napster was free)
¯Business models upside down (MSN Music not profitable until 2005)
¯ Lack Of fully deployable solution to0ay (B0% there)
¯Club terms proposed make artists, labels, and retailers unhappy

¯ Promotional Activities may be best commercial opportunity for adoption
¯ Business model ddven by portals or CDNs paying hosting and bandwidth ~osts in exchange

for ¯programming’, labels not budgeted for intemet promotions (vs.. radio and retail)
¯Helps labels establish artists and sell CDs

- u2 WMD ove~ t00,000 downloads; Madonrm webcast
-E-m~il names valuable to labels for up sell opportunities
-Super-distribution is woddng - more than 100% in the ~ of Lenny Kmvltz
- Business model ddven by portals or CDNs payJr~ P~ost,ng and bandwid~ll ¢o=ts in exchang~ for

MS-CC-Bu 000000365?39
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Big Picture Goals and Objectives (What We Want to Win)

DMD Contribution to Microsoft Goals:
I. Increase consumer excitement around Windows
2. Sell more Windows Servers
Secondary Contribution to Microsoft Goals:
i. Create opportunities for incrementel DMD/MSN revenue

DMD Goals:
Ult|r~tte Goal: Adoption of Imtest player + format; own user experience and platform on which
media apps are built - first choice with genedc, off the shelf player or border, second choice with
skin

¯ Prefe,’red: Adoption of platform + format: player ocx or cms
¯ Ac©eptabie: Adoption of format only: apps written on format sdk

NB-CC-Bo 000000365?40
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High Level Music Objectives (next 12 months)

Overall Goal 1: Top Down
XX% of most popular music available to users at most popular
sites is offered in WMT (commercial downloads, promotional
downloads, radio, clips, subscriptions)

Overall Goal 2: Bottom Up
XX% of content ripped into WMT format                                 ¯
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Audience Priorities

~ Tier t What They Need

. Consumers Good experience (no DRM?)
¯ Labels (EMI, Sony, UMG, BMG. WMG) Audio and video quality, security,

distribution

Tier 2
¯ Aggregalors (Yahoo, MSN Music)       Distribution, solutions, rea~h, cross

platform, low TCO

, Retailers (Amazon, Tower, Best Buy) Integration, seamless insta#ation,
customer retenb’on, "zero support
platform", solutions, roach, cross
platform, low TCO

¯ .Service Providers (Reciprocal) Tools, solutions, IowTCO

MS-CC-Bu 000000365742
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL
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Audience Realities

¯ We may "Delight" this Audience
, Mainstream consumer (not early adopter)

e We may "Satisfy" this Audience (Won’t delight, won’t please, won’t disappoint)
¯Early Adopter consumer

L̄absts
¯ Portats/Aggregators (Yahoo, Subscription Se~ices/MTV)                                       :
, Retailers (Amazon, Best Buy)

¯ We may "Disappoint" this Audience,., but we’ll try not to
S̄Ps (Liquid AuG’O, MusicNet)

MS-CC-Bu 000000365743
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Strategy and Tactics
Goal: XX% Major Content at Major Sites
Strategy 2 - Industry Adoption (cont’d)
Tactics 1.2 (cont’d)

¯ One subscription service design win outside of MSN Music (e.g. Fuil Audio,
EverAd, Yahoo, MTV, AOL) (Calio, Kaill, Paddteford, Lakefish)

,~EducatJon ,,,ia one oft One e.,~,II~, viSitS

¯ EngaGement via promolions
t̄~x~ite via case =tudie~, experience

¯ More than 50% of new major label content to be created using v7 DRM (or
later), and v8 codec (or later) (Kaill, Lakefish)

¯Indude in promotional agreements
¯ Put enco~ng ste~ion8 ~n major labels and 8ggregators

¯ Tight integration with JR’s and Jen Baisch’s SP and ICP programs for iatest
technologies and best practices (LakefBh)

MS-CC-Bu 000000365754
HIGHLY CON~’IDENTIAL
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Strategy and Tactics

Goal: XX% Major Content at Major Sites
Strategy 2 - Industry Adoption (cont’d)
Tactics t.2 (cont’d)

Ēstablish new 5.1 audio format with locked WM content
¯Brad Brunell - need biz dev head and DMD support

.Partnerships
¯ Work w~ Corp Dev and Hank Vigil

o Work towards establishing a standard
¯ Brad Brunelf

¯ Ensure locked media integration (Calio, Bmnell)
¯Discussions with labels
¯WM Physical Format Group

H~-CC-~ 000000365?55
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL
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Strategy and Tactics

Goal: )0(% Major Content at Major Sites

Strategy 3:
Business Models - Make the Numbers Work
Tactics 1.3:

,Build minimum one case study to show digital media promotions driving conventional
and digital media sales, evangelize (Carlo, Lakefish, Kai]l)

Āprlt program wltll Tower Records, Reciprocal, and Sony
,,Use all possible Microsoft assets to solidify format adoption outreach and provide new
opportunities for ICPs

oActive participation in MS JAMS (Calio, Lakelish, Kaill)
¯ Integration with MSN and WinXP re distribution opportunities for Duet, etc. (Calio)

,Work with CONs to bdng ad model to streaming media (Kaill)
¯ Investigate translation bayer, standard (Cairo, Brunell)
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High Level Music Objectives (next 12 months) cont’d           i

Ovelrall Goal 2:
XX% of ripped content in WMT format (Player adoption and
.se - need to define)
Strategy:
Educate/Establish/Excite consumer mind-share
Tactics:

-Press and marketing campaign around player, a,~dio/video quality, HDCD, and
metadata (Lakefish)
-NetGen campaign

-W~n~XP Nelgen group part~c|pation (Ca[io, Unangst, Harris, Knowlton)
-RealWorld opportunity (Lakefish, XPNetGen group)

-MSN sponsorship of VMAs (CalJo, Lakefish)
-MTV technical contract for development (Calio, Hanis)

- Workable DRM future scenario (roamingle-Home) (CCalio, BmdBr)
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Strategy and Tactics (How We Win)

~ Marketing (Lakefish)
¯ Consumer marketing campaign re Ptayer and audioA~/deo quality to encourage rips
, Windows Me,tie music industry awareness - v7 quality. DRM security, and worldwide reach

¯ Print Advertising in st~retegi~ i~ues of Billboard and Mix Magazines
, Consumer reach (Kevinu’s learn) through MP7 Sustain Mklg Plan

¯ Hflndows Media VB audio quality Windows XP Media Player awareness
¯ Demo Workshops - East and West �oast demonstrations f~" music labels
¯ Competitive Review- Goldan ears teslJmonJals fo~ quotes. PR

¯Demonstrate iatest technologies on WM.com - WMDs, v7 and v8 standards. DRM
¯ Top "1"le~ promotional content on WM,com using latest technology

H̄DCD consumer and industry campaign - renew enthusiasm and awareness
¯ New HDCO wsbsite, new padnar/labal e-newslslter; revised consume~ postcard and pa~lne~ direct mail card
¯ Re.eslablish HDCD label logo licensing syslem
¯HDCD adoptlo~ program at mastering ]evel (Mike Flanagan)

¯Develop new marketing business models for !abels to prove benefits of digital media promotion
¯ Include quantified Womo successes that cirecfy lead to higher CD sales (soundscan analysis)
¯ Label exsc sponsorship of moving radio i~omotional $$ Io new media marketing (research)

¯Music/ndustry awareness and bsage research - empirical understanding of WM and competitive
formats

¯ integrate MSN Music efforls into overall music StT-dtegy - promote exclusive and on-going content
offerings

~’II CHLY ~OI~FIDF~T xP, L
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Appendix

¯ Competition
¯ InterTrust

¯ Liquid Audio
¯ SecureMedia
¯ lntel

¯Windows Media format adoption graph
¯ Indu~t~ matdx
¯ Music industry Market Statistics Year 2000

HS-CC-Bu 000000365?59
HIGHLY CO~qFIDENT~AL
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Competitive: InterTrust

Strengths Weaknesses
¯ Universal and BMG content ¯ High upfront fees
¯Stron~ IP ¯ $14M loss last quarter
¯ Perceived as best in security ¯ Behind in subscription model technology
¯Great PR and marketing ¯ No OS integration-> no SAP
¯ $200M in bank ¯ No known video deployments
¯AOL relationship ¯ No known streaming deployments
¯ MultipLe codec support ° No promotional content currently available

¯No super-distribution deployments

Where we win
¯ Second generation I~RM with more deployments - all labels, more sites, studios
¯ Rights Manager has a significant lead in the Film industry
¯ Over 200M+ player support WMRM, giving it ubiquity, compatibility
¯ All major portable devices support WMRM, including Rio, Creative, Lyra, etc.
¯ SAP and future OS integration (secure media path)
o Separate license and content - ideal for super-distribution and subscriptions

° lnterTrust claims this capability, but no deployments
, Highly flexible platform - streaming, downloads, audio and video

I~-CC-Bu 000000365"/60
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Competitive: IBM EMMS

trengths Weaknesses
Full ,Commercial package ¯ No current deployments
Field Trial Tested ¯ No market presence
Sales Force ¯ Total solution requires DB2
Watermark toot ° Behind in subscription models
AAC, ATRAC3, MP3 compatibility ¯ No OS integration - no SAP
Kiosk services and tests ¯ No portable devices currently enabled
IBM "trustability" ¯ No streaming deployments

, No video - currently music-only

Where we win
¯ Second generation DRM with more deployments - all labels, more sites, studios
¯ Rights Manager has a significant lead in the Film industry
¯ Over 200M+ pfayer support WMRM, giving it ubiquity, compatibility
¯ All major portable devices support WMRM, including Rio, Creative, Lyra, etc.
¯ SAP and future OS integration (secure media path)
¯ Separate license and content - ideal for super-distribution and subscriptions
¯ Highly flexible platform - streaming, downloads, audio and video

MS-CC-B~ 000000365761
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL
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Con petitive: Liquid Audio

Strengths Weaknesses
¯ Warner, EMI deployment ¯ Only Audio
¯ Strong retailer support -Best Buy, ¯ A lot of garage band content

CDNow, etc. ¯ Very limited portable device support
¯ Indy program with significant on-line ~ Lost $9M last quarter on $3M revenue

content available (down from $3.5 rev previous quarter)
¯ AAC, AC-3, MP3 compatibility ¯ No OS integration - no SAP
= Content can include lyrics, art, etc. I No video - currently music-only
¯ Real plug-in provides broad reach
¯ End to end solution

Where we win
¯ Second generation DRM with more deployments - all labels, more sites, studios
¯ Rights Manager has a significant lead in the Film industry
¯ Over 200M+ player support WMRM, giving it ubiquity, compatibility
¯ All major portable devices support WMRM, including Rio, Creative, Lyre, etc.
¯ SAP and future OS integration (secure media path)
¯ Separate license and content- ideal for super-distribution and subscriptions
¯ Hi hlv flexible platform - streaming, d.o,9,wn~loads, audio and video
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Competitive: SecureMedia

Strengths Weaknesses
¯ RealPlayer plug-in ¯ Only availabfe in RealPlayer
¯ Real resells SecureMedia server ¯ No end-to-end protection - only
¯ Claims format independent- MP3, protection on the wire

MPEG, Flash, Real ¯ No downloadable -> no portable
¯ Promote Security, User Experience device support

and Speed (’on-the-fly’ encryption) = No OS integration - no SAP

Where we win
¯ Rights Manager provides end-to-end protection on the wire and on the device
¯ Second generation DRM with more deployments - all labels, more sites, studios
¯ Rights Manager has a significant lead in the Film industry
¯ Over 200M+ player support WMRM, giving it ubiquity, compatibility
¯ All the major portable devices support WMRM, including Rio, Creative, Lyra, etc.
¯ SAP and future OS integration (secure media path)
¯ Separate license and content - ideal for super-distribution and subscriptions
¯ Highly flexible platform - streaming, downloads, audio and video

MS-CC-Bu 000000365763
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL
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Competitive: SD

Strengths Weaknesses
¯ Combined market strength of MEI ¯ Fragmented market for PM (Sony Memory
Toshiba, Sandisk, flash memory Stick, Dataplay, Compact flash, Iomega)
companies ¯ Mediocre security compared with public
¯ 4C security model quasi standard key system
¯ Shipping today in Japan ¯ Large upfront license fee
¯ More secure than ’serial numbers’ ¯ Per unit fee for device key (a few cents)
¯ WM Format (but not DRAM) ¯ Key must be renewed every six months
¯ Palm Pilot support coming soon

Where we win
¯ Rights Manager works on the top selling portable devices - Rio, Creative, Lyra, etc.
¯ Support for compact flash, Smart Media, MultiMedia Card, Zip, Clik drive
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Music Business Basics

Definitions, Explanations, and the answers to the
quesUons ’~4Vho Needs Labels, anyway?" and "Where

Does the Money Go?"

MS-CC-B~ 000000365756
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL
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Music Biz
Who Owns the Music

¯ Coml~os~r: The author of the song
¯ Performer: The performer of the song
¯ ~: Entity representing the composers’ works (BMI, ASCAP),

typically retaining 50% of the royalties
¯ LabeJ: Contracts the performer for sound recording rights

MS-CC-Bu 000000365768
HIGBLY CONFIDENTIAL
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Music Biz
Legal Issues/Licensing

¯ Mechanical: Governs the ability to create and sell pre-recorded media,
like tapes and CDs

¯ Per~on’~ance: Governs the playing of music like r~d|o and in-store
background music

¯ Svnchro,,,nization_: Governs the use of music in other forms like songs in
movieslads

MS-CC-Bu 0000003165769
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL
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Music Biz
Legal Issues/Licensing

¯ Note that each of these licenses has subsets and special cases - for
example the mechanical license may be built on a sliding scale that is
tied to number of shipments (units sold), with varying pay-outs by
form~t (CD vs, tape), and many royal~ base deduc~ons (per contract),
and will vary signtficantJy from country to country

~4~-CC-I~ 000000365"]70
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MUSIC ~ - Where Doe~ The Money Ga?

Note: Pe~c, entsges ~r~ I:msed on th~ average cos~
Sou;ce. I[~C. ~eptember 1~9~

$13 CD Breakdown

$1 Publisher/composer

$1 Artist

$2 Pressing, Printing

$2 Distribution costs

$2 Retailer

$5 Label

(compare to costs for digital
distribution- LA charges $4, Recip
gets 7% or just 1% less than the
artist!)

MS-CC-Bu 000000365784
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Music Biz
Where Does the Money Go?

I] Catalog
|l New Releases

.,~ ..=, ; ~,.~. . = . : . ~".;;;;:;;’: .. ." : -

Due to the high risk and high cost of new releases, labels are
dependent on sales of ca~log U~es [~r su~i~al. Ca~l~
re~resen~d 36% of overall music sales in 1999.
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Music Biz                                                  ’
Where Does the Money Go?                     ~

¯ Artist royalties (the mechanical royalty) generally account for 7 - 12% of                  I
the suggested retail price, or $1 I~er CD sold, "Superstar" artist
royalties generally exceed 13% of t~e suggested retail price.                           ’

¯ The band does not get any money until the label recoups the original                    ~
advance
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1999 Music Market Analysis                            :
,,

14S-CC-Bu 000000365769
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1999 Market Analysis

Music is the world’s universal form of
communication. It touches every
person of every culture on the globe to
the tune of .$38.5 billion annually in
sales of recorded music, and the U.S.
recording industry accounts for over
one-third of that world market.
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U.S. Music Sales in 1999

¯ Closing in on $15 billion, the market for recorded music, measured by what
manufacturers ship to retail and non-retail channels, continued Its ~

t4S-CC-Bu 000000365791
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Consumer Profile of US Market

1998
In 1998, Rock. Country. R&B. Rap and Pop comprised a combined 72% of all
~ sales.

MS-CC-~ 000000365792
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL
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Consumer Profile

--e-- Record Store
~ Other Store
-,�~-- Tape/Record Club
--~-- Mail Order
~ Interest

4~Record Store =)urchases have declined while sales si other retail outlets
have increased. Mail order and Record Club sales have fluctuated over the
years with their combined percentage of sales equaling 11.9% in 1998,
,Iqntemet sales have become significant after 1997, representing ~
sales in 1998.

MB-CC-Bu 000000365795
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL
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Consumer Profile

3,0%

2.5%
¯ Internet Sales

, ~z- o.~ 2.0Olo
¯ lg.q8- 1.1%
¯~g99- 2.4s 1.5O/o interne

t sales
1.0%

0.5%

0.0%
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MAJOR LABEL SHARES OF
U.S. MUSIC MARKET

...... +~’,"~ ~ Uni~rsal Music
’ ,~.~-~, Group 26.39%

EMI Music9.58%

1

MS-CC-Bu 0000003657~7
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Configurations

Consumer Profile
Slna_ies ~rea .~n~all nerceatsoe (Wthe market dotal.areal b~_ fun ~ CDs

1998

~ Full Lengltl Cassettes
iii Full Lenglh CDs

O ~Anyf LPs
[] 6ingles (al~ typ~s)

II Music V~deos

MS-CC-B~ 000000365798
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de~reasedo
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Configurations
DVD

DVD music video unit shipments Qrew 405% from 485,000 units in ’98 to
2.6 million in ’g9

DVD music video dollar value grew 442% from $12.2 million in ’98 to
$66.3 million in ’99
It Is expected that DVD.A-capable players will have an Installed ha~e of 13 million units In
the United States by the end of 2003. Even with this growth, compare this figure with the
U.S. installed base of over !_27 million CD =)layers atthe same point.

These numbers do not reflect total DVD shipment activity because not
all reporting companies are able to provide DVD statistics at this time.

MS-CC-B~ 000000365800
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Worldwide Music Sales - 1999

Global music Sales in 1999 grew by 1.5% in
constant dollar value to $38.5 billion, helped
by sustained strength of demand in the USA
and by healthy advances in South East Asia,
Scandinavia, parts of Eastern Europe and
Australasia.
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North America - 1999

¯ The US exloerienced strong growth for the fifth year in a row, with a rise
of 8% in value and 5% in units. Conversely the Canadian market was
dow.__~q by 11% in units and 9% in value. North America as a whole was up
by 3% in units and 7% in value.

MS-CC-Bu 000000365802
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Europe- 1999

As a whole, Europe was flat in units and up by 1% in value.

The European Union music market fell by 3% in units and
remained fiat in value, but there were notable differences
between individual markets. Of the largest markets, the UK
dropped in units by 5% but grew 4% in value; Italy saw growth
of 1% in units and 4% in value. France and Spain fell while
Germany remained flat in units. In several other European
markets, notably in Scandinavia, sales were generally strong.

The Norwegian, Swedish, Danish and Irish markets all showed
healthy growth rates. In Eastern Europe, the major music
m~tckets (Hungary, Poland, Russia, Croatia) all grew in unit
terms except for the Czech Republic, which fell by 25% in
units and almost 30% in value.

M~-CC-Bu 000000365803
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Japan and Asia - 1999

Reduced consumer demand in Japan, the biggest
market in the region, led to an 11% fall in units and 7%               :
in value during 1999. Asia as a whole fell by 3% in
units and 6% in value. Excluding Japan, the Asian
region grew bye4% in units and 1% in value, mirroring               :
the economic recovery of the region. Highest growth
rates were exoerienced by South Korea and Indonesia..
while other countries such as China and Singapore fell.

HS-CC-B~ 000000365804
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Latin America - 1999

Latin America fell for the second year in a row during 1999,
following the 1998 trend. Units were down by 6% and value/’
down by 5%. While two of the major markets, Argentina and                 [
Brazil, fell both in units and value, Mexico, the second market
in the region, experienced a healthy 15% growth in value
terms. The share of the market accounted for by the CD format
keeps ~rowing in the region, accounting for 86% of all sales,
compared to 82% in 1998.+
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